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Key Points:5
• We introduce invertible neural networks that solve Bayesian geophysical inverse6
problems probabilistically.7
• We use the networks to solve two types of problems: surface wave dispersion in-8
version and travel time tomography.9
• For repeated inverse problems the method provides an efficient and accurate ap-10
proximation to results obtained using Monte Carlo sampling.11
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Abstract12
Constraining geophysical models with observed data usually involves solving nonlinear13
and non-unique inverse problems. Mixture density networks (MDNs) provide an efficient14
way to estimate Bayesian posterior probability density functions (pdf’s) that represent15
the non-unique solution. However it is difficult to infer correlations between parameters16
using MDNs, and in turn to draw samples from the posterior pdf. We introduce an al-17
ternative to resolve these issues: invertible neural networks (INNs). These are simulta-18
neously trained to represent uncertain forward functions and to solve Bayesian inverse19
problems. In its usual form, the method does not account for uncertainty caused by data20
noise and becomes less effective in high dimensionality. To overcome these issues, in this21
study we include data noise as additional model parameters and train the network by22
maximising the likelihood of the data used for training. We apply the method to two types23
of imaging problems: 1D surface wave dispersion inversion and 2D travel time tomog-24
raphy, and compare the results to those obtained using Monte Carlo and MDNs. Results25
show that INNs provide comparable posterior pdfs to those obtained using Monte Carlo,26
including correlations between parameters, and provide more accurate marginal distri-27
butions than MDNs. After training, INNs estimate posterior pdfs in seconds on a typ-28
ical desktop computer. Hence they can be used to provide efficient solutions for repeated29
inverse problems using different data sets. Even accounting for training time, our results30
also show that INNs can be more efficient than Monte Carlo methods for solving inverse31
problems only once.32
1 Introduction33
Geoscientists build models of the subsurface in order to understand properties and34
processes in the Earth’s interior. The models are usually parameterized in some way, so35
to constrain the models we must solve a parameter estimation problem. Data are recorded36
which provide constraints, together with prior knowledge. However, since the physical37
relationships between parameters and data usually predict data given the parameters38
(known as the forward calculation) but not the reverse, the solution must be found us-39
ing inverse theory.40
Geophysical inverse problems usually have non-unique solutions due to noise in the41
data, to nonlinearity of the physical relationships between model parameters and data,42
and to fundamentally unconstrained combinations of parameters. Uncertainties in pa-43
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rameter estimates must therefore be quantified in order to interpret inversion results cor-44
rectly. Unfortunately, estimating uncertainty in nonlinear inverse problems can be com-45
putationally expensive, and the cost increases both with the number of parameters, and46
with the computational cost of the forward calculation. In this study we therefore solve47
two different types of seismic tomography problems which each have fewer than 100 pa-48
rameters, and have relatively rapid forward functions (each evaluation takes on the or-49
der of seconds). This allows us to evaluate solutions sufficiently accurately to thoroughly50
test a new method of Geophysical inversion.51
Geophysical inverse problems are traditionally solved by linearising (approximat-52
ing) the nonlinear physics, and using optimization methods which seek a model that min-53
imizes the misfit between observed and predicted data (Aki & Lee, 1976; Dziewonski &54
Woodhouse, 1987; Iyer & Hirahara, 1993). However, despite their wide applications, lin-55
earised procedures cannot produce accurate estimates of uncertainty because data un-56
certainty distributions can deviate substantially from analytic forms of probability such57
as Gaussians or Uniform distributions that can be propagated through linearised meth-58
ods efficiently, and since the distribution of possible models post inversion can be strongly59
affected by nonlinearity in the physics (Bodin & Sambridge, 2009; Smith, 2013; Galetti60
et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2018). Methods based on nonlinear Bayesian formulations of61
inverse problems have been introduced to provide more accurate uncertainty estimates.62
In such methods one finds a so-called probability density function (pdf) which describes63
the non-uniqueness of the parameters, by combining information independent of the data64
called prior information with information in the data. These methods include Markov65
chain Monte Carlo (McMC) sampling methods (Mosegaard & Tarantola, 1995; Sambridge,66
1999; Malinverno et al., 2000; Bodin & Sambridge, 2009; Galetti et al., 2015; Zhang et67
al., 2018) and variational inference (M. A. Nawaz & Curtis, 2018; M. Nawaz & Curtis,68
2019; M. A. Nawaz et al., 2020; Zhang & Curtis, 2020a, 2020b).69
McMC methods generate a set of samples from the posterior probability density70
function (Brooks et al., 2011), which can be used thereafter to derive useful statistics which71
describe that pdf (e.g. mean, standard deviation, etc.). McMC methods are quite gen-72
eral from a theoretical point of view and have been applied to a range of geophysical in-73
verse problems, for example, to surface wave dispersion inversion (Bodin et al., 2012; Shen74
et al., 2012; Young et al., 2013; Galetti et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018; Zhang, Hansteen,75
et al., 2020), seismic travel time tomography (Bodin & Sambridge, 2009; Galetti et al.,76
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2015; Piana Agostinetti et al., 2015; Fichtner et al., 2018; Zhang, Roy, et al., 2020), full-77
waveform inversion (Ray et al., 2016, 2017; Gebraad et al., 2020; Khoshkholgh et al., 2020;78
Kotsi et al., 2020), gravity inversion (Bosch et al., 2006; Rossi, 2017), magnetotellurics79
inversion (Jones & Hutton, 1979), electromagnetic inversion (Minsley, 2011; Ray et al.,80
2013) and fluid flow history matching (Subbey et al., 2003; Mohamed et al., 2010). How-81
ever, such solutions are acquired at significant expense, typically requiring days or weeks82
of computer run time, and hence cannot be applied in scenarios that require rapid so-83
lutions such as real-time monitoring (Duputel et al., 2009; Cao et al., 2020), or when many84
similar inversions must be performed (Käufl et al., 2016).85
Variational inference provides a different way to solve Bayesian inference problems.86
The method seeks an optimal approximation to the posterior pdf within a predefined,87
expressive family of probability distributions by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler diver-88
gence between the approximating pdf and the posterior pdf (Blei et al., 2017). Since the89
method solves the inference problem using optimization rather than stochastic sampling,90
it can be more computationally efficient than Monte Carlo methods. Variational meth-91
ods have been applied to invert for geological facies and petrophysical properties (M. A. Nawaz92
& Curtis, 2018; M. Nawaz & Curtis, 2019; M. A. Nawaz et al., 2020), and for travel time93
tomography (Zhang & Curtis, 2020a; Zhao et al., 2020), full waveform inversion (Zhang94
& Curtis, 2020b) and seismic denoising (Siahkoohi et al., 2020). However, although vari-95
ational inference can be relatively efficient, it still typically requires large compute times96
to obtain solutions for the problems, and therefore may not provide sufficiently rapid so-97
lutions for real-time monitoring, nor for cases where many similar inversions are required.98
Neural network based methods offer another efficient alternative for certain classes99
of inverse problems that must be solved many times with new data of similar type. An100
initial set of Monte Carlo samples is generated from the pdf that describes the a priori101
information (the so-called prior pdf), and synthetic data are simulated computationally102
for each of these samples. Neural networks are flexible mappings which can be trained103
to emulate any specific inverse mapping from data to parameter space by fitting this set104
of examples of that mapping (called the training data set; Bishop, 2006). Thereafter the105
trained neural networks interpolate the inverse mapping between the training examples,106
and can be evaluated efficiently for any new, measured data set to provide estimates of107
corresponding parameter values. Hence they can be applied to applications that require108
solutions to many different inverse problems within the class of problems represented by109
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the training data. Neural networks were first introduced to Geophysics by Röth and Taran-110
tola (1994) to estimate subsurface velocity from active source seismic waveforms, and111
have been applied to seismic velocity inversion using earthquake data (Moya & Irikura,112
2010) and semblance gathers (Araya-Polo et al., 2018) and to seismic anisotropy inver-113
sion (You et al., 2020). Laloy et al. (2019) introduced vector-to-image transfer networks114
to solve inverse problems and applied them to transient groundwater flow and ground115
penetrating radar tomographic problems. Mosser et al. (2020) used so-called generative116
adversarial networks to re-parameterize geologically correlated Earth structure with a117
relatively low number of parameters, and inverted for the structure that best fit synthetic118
seismic waveform data.119
The above studies did not provide estimates of uncertainties since for each input120
data vector their neural networks only predict one parameter vector. Devilee et al. (1999)121
proposed the first geophysical probabilistic form of neural networks which provide dis-122
cretised Bayesian posterior pdfs, and used them to invert surface wave dispersion data123
for crustal thickness maps and their uncertainties across Eurasia. In an alternative for-124
mulation, mixture density networks (MDNs) output a probability distribution that is de-125
fined by a sum of analytic pdfs called kernels, such as Gaussian distributions, and can126
be trained to map data to corresponding posterior pdfs (Bishop, 2006). MDNs have been127
applied to surface wave dispersion inversion(Meier et al., 2007b, 2007a; Earp et al., 2020;128
Cao et al., 2020), 2D travel time tomography (Earp & Curtis, 2020), petrophysical in-129
version (Shahraeeni & Curtis, 2011; Shahraeeni et al., 2012), earthquake source param-130
eter estimation (Käufl et al., 2014, 2015), Earth’s radial seismic structure inversion (de131
Wit et al., 2013), pore pressure prediction (Karmakar & Maiti, 2019), mapping of lithol-132
ogy (Karmakar et al., 2018), wind prediction (Men et al., 2016), acoustic-articulatory133
inversion (Richmond, 2007) and nuclei detection (Koohababni et al., 2018). However MDNs134
become difficult to train in high dimensionality because of numerical instability, and they135
suffer from mode collapse which means that some modes of the posterior pdf are miss-136
ing in the results (Hjorth & Nabney, 1999; Rupprecht et al., 2017; Curro & Raquet, 2018;137
Cui et al., 2019; Makansi et al., 2019). Consequently they are less effective at inferring138
correlations between parameters, so in practice usually very low (often single) dimen-139
sional marginal distributions are inferred (Meier et al., 2007b, 2007a; Earp & Curtis, 2020;140
Earp et al., 2020).141
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To estimate full posterior pdfs, Ardizzone et al. (2018) proposed to use invertible142
neural networks (INNs) to solve probabilistic inverse problems, and showed that the method143
can provide accurate approximations to multimodal, highly correlated posterior distri-144
butions. INNs provide bijective mappings between inputs (models) and outputs (data),145
and can be trained to estimate posterior pdfs by introducing additional latent variables146
in the outputs (data) side. They have been used to solve inverse problems in medicine147
(Ardizzone et al., 2018), astrophysics (Osborne et al., 2019), optical imaging (Adler et148
al., 2019; Moran et al., 2018) and morphology (Sahin & Gurevych, 2020). In this study149
we use INNs to solve seismic tomographic inverse problems. Note that INNs have also150
been used to solve a variational problem to parameterize uncertainty for reservoir char-151
acterization (Rizzuti et al., 2020). The idea of auxiliary variables has also been used in152
seismic full waveform inversion (Huang et al., 2018).153
The INN method proposed in Ardizzone et al. (2018) does not account for uncer-154
tainty caused by data noise in the results. To resolve this issue, in this study we include155
the random data noise as additional model parameters. In addition, the method uses max-156
imum mean discrepancy to measure differences between two distributions during train-157
ing, and varies the network parameters so as to minimise this measure. However, this158
measure becomes less effective as the dimensionality increases because of the curse of di-159
mensionality (Ramdas et al., 2015). We show that this issue can be overcome by using160
a maximum likelihood criterion to train INNs.161
In the next section we describe the basic structure of INNs, and how they can be162
trained to solve Bayesian inference problems. We then apply the method to two types163
of seismic inverse problems: 1D surface wave dispersion inversion and 2D travel time to-164
mography, and compare the results with those obtained using Markov chain Monte Carlo165
(McMC) and MDNs. We demonstrate that INNs can provide comparable probabilistic166
results with those obtained using McMC, including correlations between parameters, whereas167
MDNs provide far less information about inter-parameter correlations. In our travel time168
tomography examples the computational time of training INNs and MDNs, including169
generation of the synthetic training data is comparable to one single run of McMC. We170
thus demonstrate that INNs can provide fast, accurate approximations of posterior pdfs171
even if the problem is solved only once; they can then produce rapid solutions for sub-172
sequent problems within the same problem class.173
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2 Methods174
2.1 Bayesian inference175
Bayesian methods update a prior probability density function (pdf) p(m) with new176
information from data dobs to produce a probability distribution of model parameters177
m post inversion, which is often called a posterior pdf and written as p(m|dobs). Accord-178





where p(dobs|m) is the likelihood which is the probability of observing data dobs if model181
m was true, and p(dobs) is a normalization factor called the evidence. The likelihood func-182
tion is often assumed to follow a Gaussian probability density function around the data183
predicted synthetically (using known, usually nonlinear physical relationships) from model184
m, as this is assumed to be a reasonable approximation to the pdf of uncertainties or185
errors in measured data. Estimating the posterior distribution given prior information186
and the likelihood is called Bayesian inference.187
2.2 Invertible neural networks188
Invertible neural networks (INN) are a class of networks that provide bijective map-189
pings between inputs and outputs. A typical design of an INN contains a serial sequence190
of reversible blocks, each of which consists of two coupled layers (Dinh et al., 2016; Kingma191
& Dhariwal, 2018). Each block’s input vector u (for example, u can be the model vec-192
tor) is split into two halves u1 and u2, which are transformed by an affine function with193
coefficients exp(si) and ti to produce the output [v1,v2]:194
v1 = u1  exp(s2(u2)) + t2(u2)
v2 = u2  exp(s1(u1)) + t1(u1)
(2)195
where  represents element-wise multiplication. This process is trivially invertible for196
any functions t and s:197
u2 = (v2 − t1(u1)) exp(−s1(u1))
u1 = (v1 − t2(u2)) exp(−s2(u2))
(3)198
Importantly functions si and ti do not need to be invertible themselves. In this study199
we use fully connected neural networks or convolutional neural networks to represent train-200
able functions si and ti. To improve interaction between parameters of the input vec-201
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Figure 1. A conceptual figure of invertible neural networks. A latent random variable z is
added to the outputs to account for uncertainties in the inputs m. The latent variable can follow
any probability distribution, and is chosen to follow a standard Gaussian distribution in this
study. The posterior distribution of m can be obtained by sampling z for a fixed measurement
d and running the trained neural network backwards. To appropriately account for noise in the
data, we include random data noise ε as additional model parameters.
tor, we add a permutation layer after each reversible block (equation 2), which shuffles202
outputs of that block in a randomized, but fixed way as in Ardizzone et al. (2018).203
2.3 Solving inverse problems using INNs204
We first review the idea of using INNs to solve inverse problems as proposed by Ardizzone205
et al. (2018). INNs provide a natural way to solve inverse problems. For example, train-206
ing an INN in the forward direction on a well-understood forward process d = F (m),207
one can obtain a solution to the inverse problem for free by running the trained network208
in the reverse direction. However, in practice inverse problems often have nonunique so-209
lutions. To account for uncertainties in the solution, additional latent variables z (Fig-210
ure 1) can be introduced to the outputs d (Ardizzone et al., 2018). Though multiple mod-211
els m can produce the same d, the pair comprising one model m and the augmented vec-212
tor [d, z] is unique. So the purpose of adding latent variables z is that the relationship213
between the range of models and the space of augmented vectors becomes one-to-one.214
The networks therefore associate model parameters m to a unique pair [d, z] of measure-215
ments and latent variables, written as [d, z] = f(m; θ) where θ represents parameters216
of the neural networks. As in Ardizzone et al. (2018) one can train the neural network217
to approximate the forward process, that is f(m; θ)d ≈ F (m) where the subscript d218
represents the data part of the network output, and meanwhile ensure the latent vari-219
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Figure 2. An example of MMD between two Uniform distributions which have the same mean
value but different widths: one has a fixed width 1, the other one has various widths from 0.1 to
2.1 (horizontal axis in the figure). MMD reaches zero when the two distributions are the same.
able z predicted by the network are distributed according to a chosen distribution, for220
example, a Gaussian distribution. The solution of the inverse problem can be obtained221
thereafter by running the network backwards given a specific measurement d∗ with la-222
tent variable z selected randomly from the same Gaussian distribution:223
m = f−1(d∗, z; θ)
z ∼ N (0, I)
(4)224
By taking many samples of [d∗, z] where z is generated from the chosen Gaussian dis-225
tribution and d∗ is repeated, the trained network transforms the distribution p(z) to the226
posterior distribution p(m|d∗), which describes the distribution of models that can gen-227
erate the exact data d∗ (we introduce data measurement uncertainties below). Though228
in equation 4 we used a Gaussian distribution for the latent variable z, theoretically any229
other distributions can be used. Define the output distribution of the network in the for-230
ward direction to be q(d, z; θ):231
q(d, z; θ) = p(m)/|detJf (m; θ)| (5)232
where p(m) is the prior distribution of model m, Jf (m; θ) =
∂f(m;θ)
∂m is the Jacobian233
of the forward transform embodied in the network (Devore & Berk, 2012). Given those234
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‖di − f(mi; θ)‖+ αMMD[q(di, zi; θ), p(di)p(zi)] (6)236
where the superscript i denotes the index of batches and N is the number of batches.237
p(di) is the prior distribution of data of the ith batch which is generated by applying the238
forward function F (m) over the prior distribution p(mi), MMD represents the Maximum239
Mean Discrepancy which is a measure of difference between two distributions, and α is240
the relative weight of the MMD term. Note that this loss function only needs to be trained241
in the forward direction. MMD can be evaluated using only samples from the two dis-242
tributions in its arguments. For example, assume X and X ′ are random variables with243
distribution p, and that Y and Y ′ are random variables with distribution q, then the MMD244
can be expressed as:245
MMD[p, q] = EX,X′ [k(X,X
′)]− 2EX,Y [k(X,Y )] + EY,Y ′ [k(Y, Y ′)] (7)246
where k is a kernel function. Here we use the Inverse Multiquadratic function k(x, x′) =247
1/(1+‖(x−x′)/h‖22) as it has heavier tails than a Gaussian kernel and provides mean-248
ingful gradients for outliers (Tolstikhin et al., 2017). The MMD equals zero if and only249
if p = q (Gretton et al., 2012). Figure 2 shows an example of MMD between two Uni-250
form distributions which have the same mean value but different widths: one has a fixed251
width 1, while the other has various widths from 0.1 to 2.1. The MMD reaches zero when252
the two distributions are the same. Ardizzone et al. (2018) showed that when the loss253
in equation (6) reaches zero, the neural network produces the posterior distribution p(m|d∗)254
for a given measurement d∗ (see proof of this result in Appendix A). In practice to fa-255




‖di − f(mi; θ)‖+ αMMD[q(di, zi; θ), p(di)p(zi)] + βMMD[q(mi; θ), p(mi)] (8)257
where q(mi; θ) = p(di)p(zi)/|Jf−1(di, zi; θ)| is the input distribution predicted by the258
neural network acting in the inverse direction and β is the relative weight. In the train-259
ing process the hyperparameters α and β are selected manually to give a balance between260
different terms and are kept the same for all batches. To train the network, the param-261
eters θ are optimized using the ADAM method of stochastic gradient descent (Kingma262
& Ba, 2014) to minimize the loss function in equation 8. After training, the network pro-263
vides an approximation function f which maps a model to its corresponding data, as well264
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as a distribution q(d, z) which provides an estimate of the true distribution p(d)p(z). For265
a specific measurement d∗, the posterior distribution is obtained using equation 4.266
2.4 Bayesian inference using INNs267
The method described above only accounts for intrinsic uncertainties caused by non-268
linearity of underlying physics and neglects uncertainties caused by data noise. This is269
because theoretically the method requires the likelihood function to be a delta function270
which cannot be achieved in practice due to noise in the data (see the proof in Appendix271
A).To appropriately account for noise in the data such that the estimated posterior pdfs272
using INNs are consistent with the posterior pdfs in Bayesian inference, we treat ran-273
dom noise as additional model parameters (Figure 1), that is, we assume:274
d = F (m) + ε
ε ∼ N (0,Σ)
(9)275
where Σ is the covariance matrix of data noise. Although here we assume that noise fol-276
lows a Gaussian distribution, in principle any other noise distributions can be used. Note277
that this idea of treating noise as additional parameters has also been used in training278
MDNs (Earp et al., 2020), but in that case the inputs to the network were the standard279
deviations of measured data uncertainties. Although in principle we could include a full280
covariance matrix, in this study we assume Σ to be a diagonal matrix. The input dimen-281
sionality of the network now becomes (see Figure 1):282
dim(inputs) = dim(m) + dim(d) (10)283
In this way the estimated posterior pdfs approximate the correct solution for Bayesian284
inference (see discussion in Appendix A). After training for a specific, noisy measure-285
ment dobs, the Bayesian posterior pdf in equation 1 can be obtained similarly using equa-286
tion 4 with d∗ substituted with dobs. Since INNs require the same dimensionality of in-287
puts and outputs, the dimensionality of z becomes:288
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And because the network also needs to capture the distribution of noise parameter ε,290
the dimensionality of z will need to be higher than dim(m). In this case zeros can be291
padded to the input side to match the input and output dimensionalities.292
Note that trained INNs also provide approximating forward functions. For exam-293
ple one can obtain the distribution of data with noise by running the network forward294
with noise parameter ε distributed according to its assumed distribution given a fixed295
model m. In our case since we assumed Gaussian noise, the same distribution of data296
can actually be obtained by adding random noise to the synthetic data. However in cases297
in which noise distributions are not explicitly known, for example noise caused by as-298
sumptions in forward modelling, INNs provide a way to generate associated data distri-299
butions.300
Although MMD is an efficient method to discriminate between two distributions301
in low dimensionality, it becomes less efficient (requires many more samples) in high di-302
mensionality (Ramdas et al., 2015). To improve the efficiency of the method in such cases303
we add a maximum likelihood term to the loss function. Define the probability distri-304
bution of [m, ε] as p(m, ε) = p(m)p(ε) where p(ε) is the distribution of noise param-305
eter ε. The distribution of the network output [d, z] can be expressed as:306
q(d, z; θ) = p(m, ε)|detJf−1(d, z; θ)|
= p
[




where we have used the fact that [m, ε] = f−1(d, z). The distribution in equation 12308
is the likelihood function of data [d, z] given the network parameters θ. Thus, we can309




‖di − f(mi, εi; θ)‖+ αMMD[q(di, zi; θ), p(di)p(zi)] + βMMD[q(mi, εi; θ), p(mi)p(εi)]
− γlog(p
[





where γ is the relative weight of the likelihood term. Maximising this likelihood term312
with respect to the parameters θ of the network for all training data (d, z) ensures that313
the network transforms between distributions p(m)p(ε) and p(d)p(z) (Bishop, 2006). Note314
that this likelihood term therefore achieves the same goal as the MMD terms alone, but315
is more effective in high dimensionality. We demonstrate the efficiency of the new loss316
function using our second example in the online supporting information.317
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Figure 3 shows a toy example application of the method. The training data (Fig-318
ure 3a) are generated using a function y = x2 + ε where x ∼ Uniform(−1, 1) and319
ε ∼ N (0, 0.04). We train INNs to predict the posterior pdf p(x|y∗) for a given y∗ us-320
ing methods described in section 2.3 and 2.4. For example, Figure 3b shows the pdf pre-321
dicted by the trained INN using the method in section 2.4 (with ε) at y = 0.6 (orange322
histogram), which provides an accurate approximation to the results obtained by Markov323
chain Monte Carlo (blue line). In comparison Figure 3c shows the pdf at y = 0.6 pre-324
dicted by the trained INN using the method in section 2.3 (without ε). Figure 3d shows325
the zoomed-in distributions obtained using different methods. The results show that with-326
out adding noise parameters to the modelling process, the trained INN can produce bi-327
ased results compared to McMC. Figure 3e shows the distribution of ε (orange histogram)328
predicted by the trained INN (with ε), which matches the true distribution (blue line)329
as expected. In Figure 3d we show the data distribution predicted by the trained INN330
(with ε) when x = 0.5, which gives an accurate approximation to the true distribution331
(blue line). This example shows the potential of INNs to predict accurate posterior pdfs332
as well as to approximate probabilistic forward functions.333
3 Synthetic tests334
3.1 1D surface wave dispersion inversion335
As a first experiment we train an INN to predict posterior pdfs for 1D seismic ve-336
locity structure with depth, given surface wave dispersion data. The subsurface is pa-337
rameterized using ten regular layers with 0.1 km spacings for the shallower part (< 0.5km)338
and 0.2 km spacings for the deeper part (> 0.5km) since surface wave dispersion inver-339
sions are know to suffer diminishing spatial resolution with depth. For each layer we spec-340
ify a Uniform prior distribution for the shear wave velocity (Figure 4a), whose velocity341
range is set to be typical for the near surface (Zhang, Hansteen, et al., 2020). P-wave342
velocity and density are calculated from the shear velocity using Vp = 1.16Vs + 1.36343
(Castagna et al., 1985) and ρ = 1.74V 0.25p (Brocher, 2005) where Vp and Vs are P and344
S wave velocity in km/s and ρ is density in g/cm3. We generate 100,000 models from345
the prior pdf and calculate Rayleigh wave dispersion curves corresponding to each model346
using a modal approximation method (Herrmann, 2013) over the period range 0.7 s to347
2.0 s with 0.1 s spacing (Figure 4b). We added Gaussian noise with a standard devia-348
tion of 5 m/s to those calculated dispersion curves, which is a typical noise level in near349
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Figure 3. A toy example that uses INNs to predict posterior pdfs. (a) Training dataset. (b)
Posterior pdfs of x obtained using INN with ε (orange histogram) compared with the results
obtained using McMC (blue histogram) when y = 0.6. (c) Same posterior pdfs as in (b) but
obtained using INN without ε (red histogram). (d) Zoomed-in posterior pdfs obtained using dif-
ferent methods. (e) Noise parameter distribution obtained using INN with ε (orange histogram)
and the true distribution (blue line). (f) The distribution of y predicted by INN with ε (orange
histogram) and the true distribution (blue line) when x = 0.5.
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Figure 4. (a) Marginal prior distributions of shear velocities, and (b) the prior distribution
of dispersion curves used to train neural networks.
surface ambient noise studies (Zhang, Hansteen, et al., 2020). Note that to ensure the350
computed dispersion curves are fundamental mode Rayleigh waves, within the prior pdf351
we ensured that the top layer has smallest shear velocity – otherwise the wave recorded352
on the Earth’s surface would be a higher mode Rayleigh wave (Zhang, Hansteen, et al.,353
2020). We use 90 percent of those model and dispersion curve pairs as training data, and354
the remaining 10 percent as test data used for independent evaluation of network per-355
formance.356
The INN was designed using four reversible blocks, each of which contains fully con-357
nected subnetworks (see details in Appendix B1), and was trained using the ADAM op-358
timizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014). We assume the neural network has converged when both359
the training loss and test loss become stationary or when the test loss starts increasing.360
The trained neural network is then used to predict posterior pdfs by running the net-361
work backwards using 5000 random values of z in equation 4 with fixed data vector dobs,362
and we histogram the resulting set of samples of m to approximate the posterior marginal363
distribution over each shear velocity. We show two examples of the set of predicted marginal364
posterior pdfs in Figure 5a and 5d. To better understand the results, we compared them365
with those obtained using McMC and MDNs. For McMC we use an adaptive Metropolis-366
Hastings algorithm (Haario et al., 2001; Salvatier et al., 2016) with 3 chains, each of which367
contains 250,000 samples including a burn-in period of 50,000 samples; the burn-in sam-368
ples were ignored, and every 20th of the remaining 200,000 samples was included in the369
final set of McMC samples used for calculating statistics and marginal distributions. The370
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Figure 5. The marginal posterior distributions obtained using (a and d) an INN, (b and e)
McMC and (c and f) MDNs for two different shear velocity structures. Red lines show the true
shear velocity and black lines show the posterior mean velocity. At the right side of each panel
we plot marginal distributions for four layers: 0 - 0.1 km, 0.2 - 0.3 km, 0.5 - 0.7 km and 0.9 - 1.1
km depth. Red dashed lines show the true velocity.
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results are shown in Figure 5b and 5e. For the MDN we use 20 mixture Gaussian ker-371
nels and use a network design from Earp and Curtis (2020). The MDN network is then372
trained 20 times with random initialization and the network with best performance on373
the test data is used to produce final results. After training we generate 5000 samples374
from the MDN estimated posterior distribution and use them to calculate useful statis-375
tics and marginal distributions. The results are shown in Figure 5c and 5f.376
Overall the three methods produce similar results for both examples. For exam-377
ple, in the top row the results show lower uncertainties at shallower depths (< 0.8km)378
due to the stronger prior information in the shallower part and the fact that surface waves379
are more sensitive to shallower structure. In the bottom row the results of all three meth-380
ods exhibit higher uncertainties in the third and forth layers and the mean velocities de-381
viate from the true velocity. This is because surface waves are not sensitive to complex382
structures with thin low velocity zones (Jan van Heijst et al., 1994). However, marginal383
distributions from the MDNs show clear Gaussian shapes, whereas the results from INNs384
and McMC have non-Gaussian shapes. This suggests that MDNs are not accurately ap-385
proximating non-Gaussian pdfs, and in comparison the INNs have produced more ac-386
curate results. Note that this limitation of MDNs cannot be resolved by increasing the387
number of kernels as in these results only a few of the available kernels contribute to the388
final pdfs (all others are assigned near-zero weights), a property found also in previous389
studies (Hjorth & Nabney, 1999; Rupprecht et al., 2017; Curro & Raquet, 2018; Cui et390
al., 2019; Makansi et al., 2019; Earp & Curtis, 2020).391
Figure 6 shows the correlation coefficients between parameters estimated using the392
three methods. The results from INNs and McMC show clear correlations between dif-393
ferent parameters (Figure 6a,d and 6b,e), whereas the results from MDNs only show cor-394
relations for velocities of shallow layers in the top row. While this result probably oc-395
curs because we used a standard MDN which only contains kernels with diagonal covari-396
ance matrix, given the number of available kernels (20) it is certainly theoretically pos-397
sible that the MDN could have represented the true correlations, at least approximately398
(in Figure 6c, the signs of correlations between the first, second and third layers are cor-399
rect). Again, this relatively poor result is explained by the fact that MDNs tend to use400
only a few kernels to represent the solution (Hjorth & Nabney, 1999; Rupprecht et al.,401
2017; Curro & Raquet, 2018; Cui et al., 2019; Makansi et al., 2019; Earp & Curtis, 2020).402
Although a MDN with full covariance matrix might produce better results, the problem403
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becomes far more complex which can cause numerical instability and computationally404
expense due to the approximately squared number of network outputs that would be re-405
quired (Williams, 1996).406
In comparison INNs naturally estimate full correlation information. For example407
in our tests INNs provide the right correlation information for the first and second off-408
diagonal elements in the correlation matrix, that is, the correlation information between409
neighbouring and every second neighbouring layers (although the magnitudes are slightly410
lower than those from McMC). Even for more distant correlations, INNs still provide a411
reasonable approximation. For example, the results from INNs show correlations between412
the first and fourth layer that are similar to results from McMC. To further study cor-413
relation information between different parameters, in Figure 7 we show the bivariate marginal414
distributions of velocities at the second and fourth layer obtained using different meth-415
ods for the two velocity profiles. The results from INN and McMC clearly show nonlin-416
ear trade-offs between the two parameters, whereas those obtained using MDN failed to417
find this information.418
In the online supporting information we show the histograms of residuals (Figure419
S1) obtained using different methods for the two examples in Figure 5. The residuals are420
calculated using the ensemble of posterior samples obtained using different methods and421
are normalized by the noise level, so that the result should follow a standard Gaussian422
distribution N(0, 1). The results show that the residual histograms obtained using INNs423
and McMC are close to the standard Gaussian distribution, whereas those obtained us-424
ing MDN are different from the standard Gaussian distribution. This further demonstrates425
that INNs can provide more accurate posterior estimates than MDNs.426
Overall INNs provide more accurate approximations to the results obtained using427
McMC compared to those obtained using MDNs. After training, both INNs and MDNs428
provide very efficient calculations of posterior distributions. For example, the above tests429
took about 2 seconds to predict posterior distributions using a trained INN or MDN on430
a typical desktop, whereas McMC took about 3 hours on the same machine. Thus trained431
INNs can be applied in scenarios where many repeated inversions are necessary to pro-432
vide accurate shear velocity posterior distributions of the subsurface variations over space433
(Devilee et al., 1999; Meier et al., 2007a; Zhang, Hansteen, et al., 2020) or over time (Cao434
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Figure 6. Correlation coefficients between shear velocities of different layers obtained using (a
and d) an INN, (b and e) McMC and (c and f) MDNs for the two different velocity profiles in
Figure 5.
Figure 7. The bivariate marginal distributions of velocities at the second (horizontal axis)
and fourth layer (vertical axis) obtained using INN, McMC and MDN respectively for the two
velocity profiles in Figure 5.
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Figure 8. Experimental design for 2D travel time tomography. (a) Receiver locations (black
triangles) and an example of a random velocity model. Each receiver also acts as a virtual source
to mimic an ambient noise tomography experiment. (b) An example travel time field.
et al., 2020). We discuss the compute power required for training the INN in the Dis-435
cussion section below.436
3.2 Travel time tomography437
We next examine performance of the methods on a 2D travel time tomographic prob-438
lem similar to those which appear in ambient noise tomography (Shapiro et al., 2005).439
We solve a problem similar to that described in Earp and Curtis (2020) so that the re-440
sults can be compared with theirs obtained using MDNs. A total of 16 receivers are used441
in our study, each of which also acts as a virtual source (Figure 8a). The velocity model442
is parametrized using a 9×9 regular grid (Figure 8a); for ease of visual interpretation443
we interpolate between the cell centres to construct smooth tomographic maps (e.g., Fig-444
ure 9). At each grid point the prior distribution of velocity is set to be a Uniform dis-445
tribution in the range 0.5 km/s to 2.5 km/s. We generate 200,000 velocity models from446
the prior distribution, for each of which the inter-receiver travel time data (Figure 8b)447
are calculated using a fast marching method (Rawlinson & Sambridge, 2004) with 0.05448
s standard deviation Gaussian noise added. Note that we added a halo of cells with ran-449
dom velocities around the receiver array; these will not be imaged but do allow waves450
to travel both outside and inside of the array during inter-receiver propagation. Again451
we use 90 percent of those data as training data and the remaining 10 percent as test452
data.453
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Figure 9. (a) The true velocity model. (b), (c) and (d) show the mean velocity models ob-
tained using INN, McMC and MDN respectively. (e), (f) and (g) show the standard deviation
at each point obtained using the three methods respectively. (h), (i) and (j) show the correlation
coefficient matrices obtained using the three methods respectively. Red pluses show locations
referred to in the text, at which marginal probability distributions are shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. The marginal distributions at three points (red pluses in Figure 9) derived using
different methods. (a), (b) and (c) show the marginal distributions at point (1,0) obtained us-
ing INN, McMC and MDN respectively. (d), (e) and (f) show similar marginal distributions at
point (2,0), and (g), (h) and (i) show results for point (3,0). Red dashed line show the location
of true value.
For the INN we use a network that contains eight reversible blocks (details in Ap-454
pendix B2) trained using the ADAM optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014). To better under-455
stand the method, we compared the results with those obtained using MDNs and McMC.456
We train MDNs of the same network design as described in Earp and Curtis (2020) with457
100 Gaussian kernels. Again the MDN network is trained 20 times with random initial-458
ization, and the network with best performance on test data is used to produce final re-459
sults. For McMC we use a standard adaptive Metropolis-Hastings algorithm with a to-460
tal of 6 chains, each of which contains 1,600,000 samples including a burn-in period of461
600,000. Again the burn-in samples were ignored, and every 20th of the remaining 1,000,000462
samples was included in the final set of McMC samples used for calculating statistics and463
marginal distributions.464
As a first example we show results for data generated using a smooth velocity model465
which contains a low velocity anomaly in the centre within a homogeneous background466
(Figure 9a), similar to the test model in (Galetti et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2018; Earp467
& Curtis, 2020; Zhang & Curtis, 2020a). This model is deliberately simple ( which per-468
mits some degree of intuition about the tomographic solution), but the tomography prob-469
lem is nevertheless substantially nonlinear (Galetti et al., 2015). The model also consists470
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Figure 11. A random heterogeneous velocity example. Key as in Figure 9
Figure 12. The marginal distributions at three points (red pluses in Figure 11) derived using
different methods. Key as in Figure 10
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Figure 13. The bivariate marginal distributions between velocities at two locations: (2,0) km
and (3,0) km obtained using INN, McMC and MDN for the two models in Figures 9 and 11 in
upper and lower rows, respectively.
of both perfectly smooth regions and a sharp, spatially coherent boundary, whereas smooth471
regions are not represented by any randomly-selected training example (they are all of472
similar roughness to that in Figure 8a) so any reasonable solution must be interpolated473
between training examples. The example also presents the complication that the true474
model is defined on a relatively high resolution grid so that the circular boundary is not475
representable in the lower resolution parameterizations used for tomography (and for the476
set of training examples above). Zhang and Curtis (2020a) showed that the Bayesian so-477
lution to this problem varies significantly depending on the parameterization adopted,478
so in this example we use identical parameterizations for each of the three methods.479
The travel time data are calculated using the high resolution grid (81×81), and480
are fed into the trained INNs and MDNs to predict posterior pdfs, and are also inverted481
using McMC to generate posterior samples. Overall the three methods produce similar482
mean (Figure 9b, c and d) and standard deviation models (Figure 9e, f and j). For ex-483
ample, all mean models show the middle low velocity anomaly, and small velocity vari-484
ations around the anomaly which might be caused by lower resolution in those areas or485
by the random noise added to the data. Note also that we do not expect the mean model486
to match the true model. The mean is a statistic of the family of all models that might487
be true given the data; together with the standard deviation, it helps us to describe that488
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family (the goal of uncertainty analysis). Hence the mean is not an estimator of the true489
model, and particularly in nonlinear problems it is expected to deviate from the true model.490
All standard deviation models show low uncertainties across the central anomaly and491
higher uncertainties around the anomaly and in the four corners of the grid. Note that492
some detailed structure present in the results of McMC cannot be clearly observed in493
the results of INNs and MDNs. For example, there are four higher standard deviation494
anomalies above, below, left and right of the central anomaly, which are not clearly vis-495
ible in the results of INNs and MDNs. This is probably because of cost function resid-496
uals remaining after training the INNs and MDNs.497
Note that this is a high (81) dimensional problem, and there is minimal informa-498
tion in the uniformly-distributed prior pdf. The curse of dimensionality therefore implies499
that a huge number of samples would be needed to sample the parameter space adequately500
to explore all significant areas of the tomographic solution (Curtis & Lomax, 2001). Even501
sampling at only 2 samples per dimension would require 281 = 2.4×1024 samples. There-502
fore the training sets used are extremely small (far closer to 1 than to 2 samples per di-503
mension), and even after 1.6 million samples the McMC method may not have converged504
to a statistically stable solution as it is difficult to assess convergence of McMC (Brooks505
et al., 2011). Therefore in this problem we do not know the exact Bayesian solution, nor506
which of the three solutions in Figure 9 is the most accurate. Nevertheless, the broad507
character of all three sets of means and standard deviations matches those found pre-508
viously (papers cited above) so we have reasonable confidence in these statistics.509
The correlation coefficient matrices obtained using INNs and McMC show similar510
results (Figure 9h and i). For example, there are negative correlations between neigh-511
bouring cells and positive correlations between every second neighbouring cells. In com-512
parison the results obtained using MDNs do not show any correlation information. This513
is probably because MDNs become numerically unstable in high dimensionality and again514
use only a few kernels to represent the solution (Hjorth & Nabney, 1999; Rupprecht et515
al., 2017; Curro & Raquet, 2018; Cui et al., 2019; Makansi et al., 2019; Earp & Curtis,516
2020).517
To further analyse the results, Figure 10 shows marginal pdfs obtained by histogram-518
ming samples from the solutions of each of the three methods at three locations: (1,0),519
(2,0) and (3,0). Overall the results show similar marginal distributions, which suggests520
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that both INNs and MDNs can produce reasonable estimates of marginal distributions.521
However, the distributions obtained from different methods still show slightly different522
shapes which is probably caused by training residuals in INNs and MDNs. The upper523
row of Figure 13 shows the bivariate marginal distributions of velocities at location (2,0)524
and (3,0) obtained using the three methods. The results obtained using INN and McMC525
show clear correlation information between the two velocities; whereas those obtained526
using MDN do not. Similarly to the surface wave dispersion inversion examples, the dis-527
tribution of normalized residuals obtained using INN and McMC are close to the stan-528
dard Gaussian distribution (upper row in Figure S4); whereas that obtained using MDN529
is different. This again indicates that INNs can generate more accurate results than MDNs.530
To explore generalization properties of the trained neural networks we show another531
example using data generated from a random velocity model in Figure 11a. Similarly532
to the first example, the travel time data are calculated using a denser grid (81×81).533
Overall the three methods produce similar mean and standard deviation models. The534
mean velocity models are largely the same as the true model. The standard deviation535
models show low uncertainties at the location of the high velocity anomaly at the east536
side of the area and at the location of the low velocity anomaly at the west side between537
Y=0 km and Y=2 km, and high uncertainties in the centre. Due to training residuals538
and possible lack of convergence of McMC the standard deviation models show other de-539
tails that differ between methods. For example, the central high uncertainly anomaly540
adopts different shapes in the three results. Nevertheless, overall the results are fairly541
consistent.542
The correlation coefficient matrices show similar results to the first example: the543
results from INNs and McMC show negative correlations between neighbouring cells and544
positive correlations between every second neighbouring cell, whereas the results from545
MDNs shows no correlation information. In Figure 12 we show marginal distributions546
at the same locations as for the first example. The results from MDNs are clearly ap-547
proximately Gaussian, whereas the results from INNs show non-Gaussian shapes which548
provide more accurate approximations to results of McMC. Similarly to the first exam-549
ple, the bivariate marginal distributions (the bottom row in Figure 13) obtained using550
INN and McMC show clear trade-offs between the two parameters at the two locations;551
whereas those obtained using MDN failed to produce this information. Similarly to above552
the distributions of normalized residuals obtained using INN and McMC are close to the553
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standard Gaussian distribution (bottom row in Figure S4); whereas that obtained us-554
ing MDN is different.555
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the new loss function in equation 13, we train556
another INN using the same network design and same training procedure but with the557
loss function in equation 8. The results predicted by this INN are shown in the online558
supporting information (Figure S3 and S4). Although the mean models are very sim-559
ilar to those presented here, the standard deviation structure and the correlation ma-560
trices are significantly different. They failed to produce reliable estimates for uncertain-561
ties and correlation information between distant parameters. This clearly demonstrates562
the effectiveness of the new loss function.563
Again the trained INNs and MDNs provide very efficient estimates of the poste-564
rior pdfs. For example, in a typical desktop the above trained MDN and INN takes about565
3 seconds to produce a prediction of posterior pdfs – slightly longer than that required566
for 1D surface wave dispersion inversion because of the larger networks used here. In com-567
parison McMC takes about 3 days on the same machine to generate the above results.568
4 Application to field data569
We apply the above method to ambient noise data of South England, which has570
complex geological structures compared to the rest of the British Isles (Nicolson et al.,571
2012, 2014; Galetti et al., 2017). We use ambient noise data that were recorded using572
15 stations in 2006 to 2007 and in 2010 (Figure 14). The two horizontal components of573
the data (N and E) were first rotated to the transverse and radial directions, and the ob-574
tained transverse data were cross correlated to produce love waves between different sta-575
tion pairs. Travel times of group velocity at different periods between different station576
pairs were then estimated from those love waves. The details of the data processing pro-577
cedure can be found in Galetti et al. (2017). In this example we study the group veloc-578
ity map at 10 s.579
For tomography we use a 9×10 regular grid of cells with a spacing of 0.4° in both580
latitude and longitude directions to parameterize the velocity model. The prior pdf for581
velocity is set to be a Uniform distribution between 1.8 km/s and 3.8 km/s, of which the582
lower and upper bound were chosen to be 0.5 km/s lower and higher than the minimum583
and maximum velocities between all available station pairs when assuming a great cir-584
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Figure 14. The receivers (red triangles) used in this study. The red dashed line box in the
inset map denotes the location of the study area.
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cle ray path. For likelihood function we use a Gaussian distribution, for which the data585
noise is estimated from independent travel time measurements by randomly stacking dif-586
ferent subsets of daily cross correlations (Galetti et al., 2017).587
For comparison we solve the tomographic problem using both INN and McMC. For588
INN we use the same network design as used in the previous tomographic example and589
train the network in the same way. For training data we generate 200,000 velocity mod-590
els from the prior pdf, and for each model the inter-station travel time data are calcu-591
lated using the fast marching method. The corresponding noise for those travel time data592
is generated from Gaussian distributions whose standard deviation is set to be the value593
estimated from the data. Again 90 percent of them are used as training data and the594
remaining 10 percent are used as test data. The trained INN is then used to estimate595
the posterior pdf for the observed data using equation 4. For McMC similarly to the pre-596
vious example we run 6 independent chains, each of which contains 1,600,000 samples597
including a burn-in period of 600,000. The burn-in samples were discarded and every 20th598
of the remaining samples was collected as the final set of McMC samples.599
Figure 15 shows the mean, standard deviation and correlation coefficient matrix600
obtained using INN and McMC respectively. Overall the two methods produce very sim-601
ilar results. For example, both results show a low velocity anomaly at latitude 53.0° and602
longitude -2.1°, which extends down to the south and connects with another low veloc-603
ity anomaly. This anomaly has also been observed in the results obtained using reversible-604
jump McMC (Galetti et al., 2017) and variational inference (Zhao et al., 2020), which605
is related to the Cheshire Basin. Another low velocity anomaly is also found in the south-606
east corresponding to the Anglian Basin. Both standard deviation models show lower607
uncertainties at the location of the first low velocity anomaly, and higher uncertainties608
at the location of the southeastern low velocity anomaly which is probably due to the609
lower data coverage across the latter area. Similarly there is a high velocity anomaly in610
the northeast associated with lower uncertainties. Compared to the synthetic example,611
the correlation coefficient matrices only show strong correlation between neighbouring612
cells (the red off-diagonal elements in Figure 15) which is probably caused by uneven data613
coverage and higher noise in the data.614
In Figure 16 we show marginal distributions obtained using INN and McMC at lat-615
itude 52.6 and longitude -3.0, -2.2, -1.4 and -0.6 (red pluses in Figure 15). For most of616
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Figure 15. The mean, standard deviation and correlation matrix of the tomographic solution
across southern England obtained using INN (upper row) and McMC (bottom row) respec-
tively. The red pluses show the locations referred to in the text, at which marginal distributions
are shown in Figure 16.
the locations the marginal distributions obtained using INN and McMC are very sim-617
ilar. At the location of longitude -1.4 the marginal distribution obtained using INN shows618
a slightly wider distribution compared to that obtained using McMC, which is proba-619
bly caused by the training residual. This also explains the subtle difference presented620
in the standard deviation models obtained using INN and McMC.621
We thus draw similar conclusion as in the synthetic example: the INN can provide622
an accurate approximation to the results obtained using McMC. Once the network is trained,623
it can produce predictions of the posterior pdf for new data very quickly. For example,624
the above example takes 3 seconds to produce a prediction on our desktop (32 Intel Xeon625
CPUs), whereas McMC takes about 40 hours to run on the same machine.626
5 Discussion627
Although trained neural networks provide efficient estimates of posterior pdfs, the628
methods require large numbers of training datasets to be created in advance, and train-629
ing itself can still be computationally expensive. For example, on our desktop (32 In-630
tel Xeon CPUs) it takes about 0.3 hours to generate 100,000 surface wave dispersion curves631
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Figure 16. The marginal distributions at latitude 52.6 and longitude -3.0, -2.2, -1.4 and -0.6
(red pluses in Figure 15) obtained using INN (upper row) and McMC (bottom row) respec-
tively.
Table 1. Comparison of computational cost required by different methods
Experiment
Surface wave inversion Travel time tomography Field data
CPU hours GPU hours CPU hours GPU hours CPU hours GPU hours
INNs 0.3 6.0 3.3 19.0 2.1 13.5
MDN 0.3 0.25 3.3 3.0 NA NA
McMC 4.5 NA 210.0 NA 120.0 NA
using one CPU core, 1.1 hours to generate 200,000 travel time data for the synthetic ex-632
ample and 0.7 hours for the field data example using 3 CPU cores. However the train-633
ing data only need to be calculated once; even if additional prior information becomes634
available we can update the prior using the prior replacement method (Walker & Cur-635
tis, 2014) or the resampling method (Sambridge, 1999) rather than generating entirely636
new training samples. However, in that case although the prior samples can be augmented637
easily, retraining of the neural network on the new data is still required.638
Neural networks can take between hours and days to train. For example, the above639
MDNs take 15 minutes to train for 1D surface wave dispersion inversion and 3 hours to640
train for the synthetic 2D travel time tomography example using one NVIDIA Tesla K80641
GPU. In comparison, the above INNs take 6 hours to train for 1D surface wave disper-642
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sion inversion, and 19 hours to train for the synthetic travel time tomography example643
and 13.5 hours for the real data example using the same GPU. Table 1 summaries the644
computational cost of different methods for different tasks, including the training time645
(GPU hours) and data generation time (CPU hours). So although INNs improve the pre-646
diction accuracy of the posterior pdfs compared to MDN’s, they take longer to train. This647
is because INNs are trained in both directions which generally requires larger networks648
to represent the forward and inverse process at the same time, and bidirectional train-649
ing also intrinsically requires more computation and hence training time. However, train-650
ing only needs to be done once: after training both types of neural networks can predict651
posterior pdfs in seconds. Computational efficiency is therefore gained when trained neu-652
ral networks are applied many times, e.g., in real-time monitoring scenarios (Cao et al.,653
2020) or in highly parallelised (task-farmed) inference problems. Note that here we only654
compare the computational cost for one single training of INNs and MDNs, and for one655
single run of McMC. In practice both INNs and MDNs require additional training ef-656
fort to tune the network architectures and training hyperparameters, and McMC also657
requires hyperparameter tuning, which makes comparison of the real time or cost required658
by each method difficult. Nevertheless the comparison presented here still provides valu-659
able information about the different methods.660
Even if the networks will only be applied once, it may be that they provide a more661
efficient solution than standard McMC, because of the generalisation property of neu-662
ral networks. Essentially training networks is equivalent to performing a regression of663
the functional form of each network to the training data. Once that regression has been664
accomplished, the functional form approximately interpolates between examples in the665
training set, providing estimates of forward evaluations of infinitely many other model666
samples. This property implies that in some problems it may not be necessary to eval-667
uate as many samples to train a neural network as would be required to characterise the668
solution using Monte Carlo or other purely sampling-based methods. However, note that669
this functional form is only valid within the prior range since there is no training data670
outside of the range of the prior distribution.671
For example, in the above synthetic travel time tomography problems, the 1.6 mil-672
lion McMC samples required 3 days to evaluate, while the total times required to cal-673
culate training examples and train the MDN and INN were 4.3 hours and 20.1 hours,674
respectively. Hence in this example both the MDN and the INN were more efficient than675
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McMC even for one single inversion. Of course, the computational time strongly depends676
on hardware used in each case. In the above study different hardware is used for neu-677
ral network training and McMC because McMC is difficult to parallelize, and hence it678
is difficult to take advantage of GPUs. It may also be the case that if we had used more679
efficient McMC methods such as Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (Duane et al., 1987; Neal et680
al., 2011; Fichtner et al., 2018) or Langevin Monte Carlo (Grenander & Miller, 1994) we681
could have improved the McMC performance to outstrip the two neural network meth-682
ods. Nevertheless, this work demonstrates at least that neural network inversion can be683
competitive with Monte Carlo methods even for a single inversion, but additionally that684
they allow all subsequent inversions using the same prior information to be carried out685
almost for free.686
Since INNs are trained bidirectionally, they also provide approximate forward func-687
tions. For example, for a given model m and different data noise ε, the trained network688
can produce a distribution of data by feeding them into the network in the forward di-689
rection – this provides an approximation to the process described in equation 9. In Ap-690
pendix C we show data distributions predicted by trained INNs for both surface wave691
dispersion curves and travel times for models described in section 3, and compared with692
solutions obtained by standard numerical modelling methods. The results show that trained693
INNs can also provide good approximations to the standard modelling methods. In this694
case since the standard forward modelling methods calculate dispersion curves and travel695
time data in seconds, INNs do not provide any benefits. However, for problems whose696
forward modelling is computationally expensive (e.g. 3D applications or full waveform697
modelling), INNs might provide a faster approximate forward function, and we note that698
neural networks have already been used to solve seismic forward modelling problems (Richardson,699
2018; Song et al., 2020).700
In this study we used independent Uniform distributions for each cell which can701
become ineffective for large inverse problems (Curtis & Lomax, 2001; de Pasquale & Linde,702
2017; Earp & Curtis, 2020). If appropriate, the space of models that remain possible in703
the Bayesian solution can be reduced by using a smooth prior (Earp & Curtis, 2020) or704
structure-based priors (de Pasquale & Linde, 2017) , or other more advanced priors can705
be used to improve computationally efficiency (Walker & Curtis, 2014; Zunino et al., 2015;706
de Pasquale & Linde, 2017; Ray & Myer, 2019; Caers, 2018; Mosser et al., 2020; M. A. Nawaz707
et al., 2020). We also used a fixed regular grid of cells to parametrize the subsurface, but708
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to increase flexibility we could use other parametrizations, such as Delauney triangula-709
tion (Curtis & Snieder, 1997), Voronoi diagrams (Sambridge et al., 1995; Bodin & Sam-710
bridge, 2009), wavelet representations (Fang et al., 2015; Zhang & Zhang, 2015) or other711
advanced parametrizations (Hawkins et al., 2019). The parametrization itself might also712
be predicted by neural networks along with the parameter values as in reversible-jump713
McMC (Green, 1995; Bodin & Sambridge, 2009), for example, Gaussian processes, which714
can be treated as infinite, single layer neural networks (Neal, 2012), have been used with715
the reversible jump algorithm to predict both the parameterization and parameter val-716
ues (Ray & Myer, 2019).717
In this study we applied INNs to surface wave dispersion inversion and 2D travel718
time tomography, which usually do not show strong multimodality when using a fixed719
parameterization (Zhang & Curtis, 2020a; Zhao et al., 2020). However we note that the-720
oretically INNs can be applied to predict any posterior distributions, including multi-721
modal distributions. Therefore, future research would be to apply INNs to problems that722
have multimodal posterior distributions, for example, resistivity inversion (Ray et al.,723
2013) and full-waveform inversion (Zhang & Curtis, 2021).724
INNs provide full posterior pdfs which might be impossible for very high dimen-725
sional problems, for example, full waveform electromagnetic or seismic inversion, because726
this may require a network that is too large to fit in memory and may need significantly727
more time to train. In this case one can train INNs to predict marginal distributions of728
only a few parameters, as was performed in Earp and Curtis (2020) in cases where dom-729
inant correlations were expected between parameters in some neighbourhood of each other.730
Advanced prior information which uses neural networks to reparameterize geologically731
correlated Earth structure with a lower number of parameters may also be used to re-732
duce the dimensionality (Laloy et al., 2017; Mosser et al., 2020).733
In this study we used coupling layers to implement invertible neural networks which734
might affect the expressiveness of the network. Other designs of invertible networks may735
be used as alternatives, for example, invertible residual networks (Behrmann et al., 2019)736
or Hamiltonian neural networks (Greydanus et al., 2019). Future research that makes737
a fair comparison between different architectures would be a useful contribution.738
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6 Conclusion739
In this study we introduced invertible neural networks (INNs) to solve geophysi-740
cal Bayesian inference problems. INNs are a class of neural networks that provide bijec-741
tive mappings between inputs and outputs and can be trained to produce estimates of742
posterior probability density functions efficiently by introducing additional latent vari-743
ables on the output (data) side. We applied the method to two types of problems: 1D744
surface wave dispersion inversion and 2D travel time tomography, and compared the re-745
sults with those obtained using Markov chain Monte Carlo (McMC) and Mixture den-746
sity networks (MDNs). The results show that INNs can provide accurate approximations747
of posterior pdfs obtained by McMC, including correlation information between param-748
eters which is difficult to obtain using standard MDNs. The marginal distributions from749
INNs can also provide clearly non-Gaussian forms which are more similar to those ob-750
tained by McMC compared to the results obtained by MDNs. After training INNs can751
predict posterior pdfs in seconds, and therefore can be used to provide accurate estimates752
of posterior pdfs in rapid, real-time monitoring scenarios. Even accounting for training753
time, neural networks can be more efficient than Monte Carlo methods in applications754
to single inverse problems. It remains to be seen how far this latter result can be gen-755
eralised to problems other than those tested here.756
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Appendix A Proof of convergence1091
We follow the proof of Ardizzone et al. (2018) to prove the convergence of the method1092
described in section 2.3. Denote the prior probability distribution of data as p(d), the1093
chosen probability distribution of latent variables as p(z) and the joint probability dis-1094
tribution of network output as q(d, z). For a given measurement d∗, define the poste-1095
rior distribution p(m|d∗) as the distribution of models {m} which generate the exact1096
data d∗.1097
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Theorem: If an INN f(m) = [d, z] is trained such that both the loss function Ld =1098
||d−fd(m)|| and Lz =MMD[q(d, z), p(d)p(z)] equal zero, sampling according to equa-1099
tion 4 produces the posterior p(m|d∗) for a given measurement d∗.1100
Proof: Because MMD only equals zero when the two distributions are identical (Gretton1101
et al., 2012), the loss function Lz = 0 implies that:1102
q(d, z) = p(d)p(z) (A1)1103
Suppose we take the posterior distribution p(m|d∗) for a given d∗, and transform it through1104
the forward process of our perfectly trained INN. This results in a joint distribution q∗(d, z).1105
According to the definition of p(m|d∗) and the fact that Ld = 0, the distribution of net-1106
work output d (marginalized over z) is q∗(d) = δ(d− d∗). Due to the fact that Lz =1107
0, d and z are independent and the output distribution of z is still p(z). The distribu-1108
tion q∗(d, z) can therefore be expresses as1109
q∗(d, z) = δ(d− d∗)p(z) (A2)1110
This implies that we can transform the distribution δ(d−d∗)p(z) to the posterior p(m|d∗)1111
through the backward process of the INN. Equivalently speaking, we can repeatedly in-1112
put d∗ with randomly sampled z from p(z) to the backward process of the INN, and ob-1113
tain the posterior distribution p(m|d∗).1114
Note that the above proof relies on the definition that the posterior distribution1115
p(m|d∗) is the distribution of models that generate the exact data d∗. In Bayes theo-1116
rem this means that the likelihood function is δ(d−d∗), which is not true in reality as1117
observed data always contain noise. This issue can be resolved by treating noise as a part1118
of the forward modelling process, that is,1119
d = dsim + ε = F (m) + ε (A3)1120
where d represents the observed, noisy data, dsim is the simulated data using forward1121
function F (m), and ε is random noise generated from some distribution. In this way the1122
method, and the above proof, can be invoked without any change.1123
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Table B1. Training data and model and data dimensionalities used in different experiments
Experiment training data dim(inputs) dim(d) dim(z)
Surface wave inversion 100,000 24 14 22
Travel time tomography 200,000 241 120 181
Field data 200,000 121 31 99
Appendix B Network configuration1124
Table B1 summarizes the training datasets and model and data dimensionalities1125
used in 1D surface wave dispersion inversion and 2D travel time tomography. Note that1126
in practice zeros are padded to the inputs to ensure the same dimensionality.1127
B1 Network configuration for surface wave dispersion inversion1128
INN: 4 reversible blocks, each of which contains two coupling layers as described1129
in equation 2. Each affine function (i.e. si and ti) is implemented using a neural network1130
with 3 fully connected layers each of which contains 512 hidden units with RELU acti-1131
vation functions. The ADAM optimizer is used with a batch size of 1000.1132
MDN: 20 mixture Gaussian kernels, 4 fully connected layers with RELU activation func-1133
tions. The sizes of layers are 200, 300, 200 and 200 respectively. The ADAM optimizer1134
is used with a batch size of 1000.1135
B2 Network configuration for travel time tomography1136
INN: 8 reversible blocks as described in equation 2. Each affine function (i.e. si1137
and ti) is implemented using one convolutional layer with 32 channels for the first four1138
blocks, and one fully connected layer containing 1024 hidden units for the remaining blocks.1139
The ADAM optimizer is used with a batch size of 1000.1140
MDN: 100 mixture Gaussian kernels, 7 layers in total containing 3 convolutional lay-1141
ers and 4 fully connected layers. The number of channels of the 3 convolutional layers1142
are 128, 128 and 64 respectively. The size of the 4 fully connected layers are 800, 150,1143
600 and 1500 respectively. The ADAM optimizer is used with a batch size of 1000.1144
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Figure C1. Distributions of phase velocities with random noise predicted by INNs (orange
histograms) for a specific shear velocity model at periods 0.8 s, 1.0 s, 1.2 s, 1.4s and 1.6 s. The
distributions in upper and lower rows correspond to the upper and lower models respectively,
shown by red lines in Figure 5. Blue lines show true distributions obtained using the standard
forward modelling method with random noise added to the synthetic data.
Appendix C Approximate forward modelling function using INNs1145
Since INNs are trained bidirectionally, they also provide approximate forward func-1146
tions. For example, one can obtain the distribution of data with noise for a fixed model1147
m by running the network forward with noise parameter ε (Figure 1) distributed accord-1148
ing to its assumed distribution. Figure C1 shows phase velocity distributions obtained1149
from INNs for those shear velocity models used in the surface wave dispersion inversion1150
experiment at 5 different periods, and compares the results with those obtained using1151
standard forward modelling methods using equation 9, which we refer to as true distri-1152
butions. The noise of each phase velocity is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution1153
with a standard deviation of 5 m/s. The results show that the distributions predicted1154
by INNs from the training samples alone, can provide good approximations to those ob-1155
tained by the forward models themselves. Note that because of training residuals the dis-1156
tributions obtained from INNs are slightly different from the true distributions.1157
Similarly the upper and lower rows in Figure C2 show distributions of travel times1158
for 5 randomly selected (virtual) source-receiver pairs predicted by INNs for the two ve-1159
locity models in Figure 9 and Figure 11 respectively. The noise of each travel time is as-1160
sumed to follow a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 0.05 s. The results1161
show that distributions obtained from INNs are largely similar to the true distributions1162
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Figure C2. Travel time distributions for 5 randomly selected (virtual) source-receiver pairs
predicted by INNs (orange histograms) for (upper row) the smooth velocity model in Figure 9a
and (lower row) the random velocity model in Figure 11a. Blue lines show true distributions
obtained using the standard forward modelling method with random noise added to the synthetic
data.
(those obtained using standard forward modelling method). However, there are still dif-1163
ferences between the two distributions caused by training residuals of INNs.1164
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